
Yazan Alaiwah 
Software Developer  

“Truth can only be found in one place: the code.” 
Amman, st. KHJ | eng.yazanalaiwah@gmail.com | +962787401829  

 
                     LinkedIn  |  Twitter  | Github | Website

 

I am a Full Stack Software Engineer, motivated to implement creative ideas into code while also  

making an effort to learn and excel in the software engineering field, and committed to producing 

elegant code and to discovering optimal pathways to a solution. 
 
Technical Skills  
Languages: Javascript, Python, PHP. 
Tools: ReactJS, Git, Vue, React-Native, NodeJS, Express,  Mysql, MongoDB, Mongoose, 
Firebase, Socket.io, PostgreSQL. 
 
Projects  

DAAY-mall | August/2020 | Github | Link  
● Languages: ReactJS, ExpressJS, Nodejs, Mongoose, Socket.io, Firebase 
● DAAY-mall is an online platform for store owners to display and sell their products for 

users all around the world in an easy, efficient and secure process. The website earns 
client’s trust with its robust system that verifies stores and a direct customers’ service that 
have a live chat with website admins offering continuous feedback. 

 
Dev-home | June/2020 | Github | Link 

● Languages: Ejs, ExpressJS, NodeJS, PostgreSQL, MustacheJS. 
● We develop the tools that enable programmers and provide them with solutions that 

enable them to increase productivity, development and discovery. We help you get 
answers to your toughest coding questions, share knowledge with co-workers 
privately, and find your next dream job.  
 

Sooq| June/2019 | Github  | Demo  

● Languages: React-native, Express, NodeJS, Mysql, Firebase, Sequelize 
●  a mobile app that enables their customers to buy and sell second hand products in  easy 

and intuitive way 
 
Education 

LTUC | Amman, KHJ 
July/2020 

 
RBK (Boot Camp) | Amman, KHJ  
June/2019 

 
Experience 

MKM  | Sells Man | Amman, KHJ | January 2014 – January 2019 

● Sells products or services to businesses or consumers. 

● Decide what clients need. 
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